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Hello there!
I'm Kelly and I help others simplify their lives to create
space for the things that truly matter, like purpose,
connection, creativity and joy.
My intention for this guide is to help you realize how
living a more slow, simple and sustainable lifestyle does
indeed affect your mental, emotional, physical, and
spiritual well-being. When we carve out our own path that
honors our value system, this encourages and inspires
others to do the same. It also helps us show up better for
our loved ones, our community, our art and our purpose.
Right now choosing a slow and simple life is not popular,
neither mainstream, nor the way the rest of the world is
going. But often the path the majority choose is not the
best path to take. We can bravely choose another way of
living, carve out our own path, and be gentle and
compassionate toward ourselves as this is a practice and
journey, and not a destination.
Thank you for allowing me to be on this journey with you
to a more intentional, meaningful and joyful life.
Cheers to simplicity!

Kelly
xo
www.kellywojtaszek.com
info@kellywojtaszek.com

What is simple and intentional living?
Simple and intentional living can mean something different
to each of us, but to me, it's making choices and designing
your life with your values and priorities at the forefront of
your mind and heart. It's letting go and saying no to the
distractions, obligations, expectations, and 'should's' that are
not aligned with your values and priorities.

An intentional life is creating space, time and energy
for the people, activities, and things that add value
to your life and bring you joy.
When we live intentionally, we peel back the layers and
question why we choose and why we do what we do.
Our choices do matter. What is the motivation behind the
choices I make? Why do I choose what I choose? Is this
choice life-giving? These are some of the questions you may
ask yourself when starting to build a simple and intentional
life.
The most important thing to remember is there's no right
way to do this or one size fits all. You do what works best
for you, your lifestyle, your purpose, and your values. And
just like everything, you practice and learn as you go, and
with time you will see that this way of living evolves, grows,
and changes just as you do.

journaling questions
What does simple + intentional living mean to you?
How would you like to see this played out in your life?
Why do you want to create a more simple + intentional life?
What do you want to simplify in your life? What feels too
hard, draining, and difficult right now?

To live simply and intentionally, it is crucial to discover
what your values are and what is most important to you.
Without this, it can be tricky to choose what's best for you
and what to say no to when opportunities and options do
present themselves.
So now let's figure out what your values are. I'm going to go
out on a limb, and guess that simplicity and intentionality
may be on that list :) If you need more help on getting
clearer on what your values are, there are many exercises
you can find online to do so and you can find actual lists of
values to help you define your own.

journaling questions
Make a list of your values (it's best to have no more than 56).
What areas in your life are aligned with your values?
Which areas are not aligned?
How can you slowly start weeding out, setting boundaries,
or completely removing some of those areas that are not
aligned (remember when we say no to the things that aren't
life-giving we naturally leave more space for the things that
are)?
What is one thing you could start practicing this week to do
this?

When we start to simplify our lives and live with more
intention this has a direct affect on our mind, body, and
spirit. There are numerous reasons why this happens, but
mostly it's because we are choosing people, things, and
activities that bring us life. We are no longer trapped in what
society deems as worthy and pursuable, because we have
taken the time to listen to our spirit and learn what is best for
us.

This may mean we are out of step with the rest of
the world, but we bravely carve out our own path
having faith that the fruits we bear will bring us
life.
In later pages, you'll find a list of benefits that simple and
intentional living have on our mind, body and spirit. I have
created 3 separate lists, but many of the benefits could easily
be placed under all three lists.

benefits for your mind
less stressful and worrisome thoughts
more awareness around your values
more awareness around where
certain thinking and beliefs come
from
being more mindful of choices
more peace and joy since living more
simply
decluttering your mind
more focus and productivity on
projects and activities
more space in your mind for the
important things
increase your processing power and
make wiser choices
fully present for your loved ones
able to pay attention to details and be
more creative

MIND
One of the most important things we can do if we desire
change in our lives is cultivating mindfulness and awareness.
Without this, it is rather difficult to change anything because
we aren't aware of what's working and not working in our
lives. We aren't tuned into our sensitivity to guide us on
which way to go and most importantly, knowing why we are
choosing what we choose.
When we sit and are quiet it is easier to feel what's going on
in our bodies. What emotions are present and where is our
inner-guide directing us.
Most of the time we operate on auto-pilot and are not aware
of our thoughts, feelings, and intentions. We choose what we
choose because that's what we've been taught. We don't take
the time to really get to know ourselves in this loud world we
live in. Instead, we are yanked, pulled, and tugged in all sorts
of directions, and eventually we find ourselves living a life
that is not in accordance with our values. We may wonder
how we have gotten there. But these things happen
gradually, slowly, and making lots of choices that we never
quite questioned. The good news is, we can make a change in
our lives right now! Of course, the most sustainable changes
take time to create so this isn't a quick fix. But little by little,
we can design a life that is aligned with our values, purpose,
and priorities.
Below are some questions that will help you gain some more
awareness around your thoughts and intentions. We will
speak more about emotions in the later sections.

journaling questions
What do you frequently worry and stress about?
Is there anyway to alleviate this stress? What can you change in
your life to relieve it? (For example: you have too many things
on your plate, and could start saying no to things that don't align
with your big picture goals and values).
Where can you simplify things in your life? (ex: to do list,
obligations, commitments, schedule, routines, guidelines,
boundaries, and structure).
What actions can you take now to align your life a bit more with
your values and priorities?
Intentions: why are you doing what you do? What are your
intentions behind the choices you make? (Ex: expectations,
obligations, FOMO, fit in with friends or society...)
Make a list of your non-life giving thoughts (the negative ones).
Dig deep and ask yourself where these thoughts are coming
from (ex: mom, society, family, best friend, partner, etc....)
We often create new thoughts by choosing differently in life.
When we choose differently, we create new beliefs about
ourself and the world, and therefore create new thought
patterns. What actions can you start taking to create new
thoughts? Where can you start choosing differently in life?

benefits for your body
have more time to exercise and move
your body
space for cooking and choosing
wholesome and nutritious foods
more resting and restorative activities
feel healthier and get sick less (I've only
had a minor head cold this past winter
in the last couple of years....no joke)
more energy for the things that add
value to your life
more relaxed, at ease, and calmer

BODY
When we slow down and start making choices that are
honoring to our overall well-being this naturally affects the
health and functionality of our body.
We begin to rest when we start to feel tired, stressed, burnt
out, and run-down. We choose to carve out time for exercise
that feels good and we actually enjoy. We cook simple and
healthy meals that nourish our bodies and souls. We begin to
see that we thrive when we take care of ourselves in this way
and deep down we are finally beginning to see that we deserve
it as well.
It's not easy, because we have to say "no" to many things and
learn over and over again what happens when "health" is not
at the top of our list of priorities. But just like everything, we
can practice and strive for progress, rather than perfection.

journaling questions
What types of body movement do you enjoy doing (and you're
not doing it solely to burn calories)?
How can you fit more joyful movement into your schedule?
What's one thing you could do this week to incorporate more
joyful movement?

WHOLESOME AND LIFE-GIVING FOOD
Living an intentional life is choosing quality over quantity and
this naturally applies to food as well. When we slow down and
tune into our bodies and the current season, we learn what
food our body is craving and schedule in time to take care of our
body's needs.
A slow and simple life involves heading to the neighborhood
market and carefully selecting ingredients that are wholesome,
local, and organic. It also entails the cooking process of washing
and chopping your vegetables, adding your herbs and spices, and
admiring the colorful assortment of food that you are preparing
and turning into a tasty meal to nourish your body.
We can continue the slow and mindful process when eating
the food....chewing the food slowly and noticing the different
flavors and textures rolling around in your mouth.
I highly suggest leaving all electronics aside during this time to
simply enjoy the event of cooking and eating, and possibly
engaging in conversation with your loved ones.

journaling questions
What quality ingredients would you like to add to your kitchen
and cooking?
Which foods do you currently have in your kitchen that you'd
like to eat less of?
Taking a moment and tuning into your body, what are you
craving? (Often this changes with the season and where you
currently are in your cycle).
What does eating mindfully mean to you? How could you start
practicing this during your meals?

NATURE
Spending time in nature has numerous positive effects on
our well-being. Some of these are decreased stress, improved
mood, increase in cognitive performance, creativity, empathy
towards nature and others, and so many more....how
absolutely amazing is nature.
I'm adding this to this section, because why not incorporate
some joyful movement outside? Gain the benefits of moving
your body while taking in some fresh air.....sounds like a winwin! Again, when we slow down, simplify our lives, and shed
the excess, we can find the time and make it a priority to
spend time outside and move our bodies.

journaling questions
What activities do you enjoy doing outside?
How can you incorporate these activities more into your
schedule (you may have to say 'no' to some other things to
allocate space)?
How can adding some time outside improve and benefit your
life right now?

benefits for your spirit
resting and restoration for healing
time for feeling emotions
living with more purpose and meaning
time to connect to truth and listen to
your sensitivity
time to connect to our creator
more discernment and clarity
more time for joy-filled activities that
fuel your spirit
greater passion for life
experience more gratitude with what
you have
more time for creativity and
exploration
discovering more gifts, talents, and
passions
experience a deeper faith in life
time for accomplishing your dreams

FEELINGS
We are emotional beings with a colorful array of feelings
that we all experience at one point or another. Most of the
time we are so busy consuming, distracting, or numbing
that we don't allow ourselves to actually acknowledge and
feel what's going on underneath. We distract for various
reasons, but mostly it's easier to ignore and avoid then to
sit and feel. At least, this is what we believe to be true.
But we are human beings and to experience this beautiful
albeit painful life we all have been gifted with, we must
feel it all. The good, the bad, the ugly, the beautiful.
When we take the time to feel, we are choosing ourselves,
accepting who we are, and honoring our journey. We are
carving out a path that was never supposed to be easy, but
we brave through it regardless of the discomfort knowing
and trusting that all will be okay.
Our feelings can show us so much too. They can show us
what's working in our lives and of course what isn't.
Where we are abandoning ourselves and where we are
neglecting our needs. Our pain points and where some
healing is needed. Creating space to accept and feel them
as they surface is both courageous and freeing. We don't
have to do any special practice or technique for this either.
We simply show up for ourselves and feel. That's it. Keep it
real and simple. The way it was meant to be.

Here are a few of my favorite things to do to create space for my
feelings to be seen and felt.

sit + feel: Incorporate a sitting and feeling practice in your
morning routine. Each day sit in a quiet, safe and
comfortable space and put on a timer for maybe 10-15
minutes. Feel anything that comes up. If nothing does, don’t
force it. Trust your body and know that whatever arises is
ready to be healed, and if nothing does, then accept that as
well.
journal: sit down, get out your favorite notebook and pen,
and write without judging and thinking about what you are
putting on paper. If a certain feeling is present such as fear,
anxiety, and/or depression, you can always dig a little
deeper and ask it why it's there and what it's showing you.
Often when these feelings come up it's because something
is off in our life and perhaps we are not living with
integrity and aligned with our values. Sitting with our
feelings and journaling can bring awareness and
clarity around these situations.
nature + walks: I have already talked a bit about the
benefits of spending time in nature, but I believe it's so
important to our well-being and healing that I think it's
worth mentioning again. Spending time outside and going
for a walk in nature (with no technology or distractions)
always helps me with clarity around certain situations and
gives me a safe space to feel my feelings. I know nature isn't
going to judge how I'm feeling and this is comforting to me
and gives me permission to simply relax and be present
with myself and the emotions that are present.

journaling questions
What feelings are currently surfacing?
How can you acknowledge and accept them fully?
What are they showing you or trying to tell you about
yourself or your life?
How are you going to incorporate more space in your
schedule to allow yourself to feel and heal?
What's one thing you could do today to honor your
feelings and the messages they are giving you?

HEART-RESTORATION
We live in a very busy and loud world that unfortunately does
not teach or value the importance of rest and restoration. In
fact, we almost receive a message that we are lazy and
worthless if we do choose to spend a day doing completely
nothing.
But when we carve out time for rest it keeps our body healthy,
our mind clear and focused, and our spirit full of discernment
and purpose.
We also are healing on a deeper level when we sleep, lounge,
and nap.....when we are allowing ourselves to do absolutely
nothing. Once again, this is when we need to carve a path that
works for you, even when the world tells you otherwise.

HEART-RESTORATION ACTIVITIES
Make a list of what restores your soul and what you’ll say no
to.
Begin to create space in your life for those things that are
life-giving and restorative. This takes years to build into our
life and truly feel worthy of it.
Spend as much time in nature as you can (yep...I'm
mentioning that again).
Start paying attention to what is life-enhancing or draining.
Notice the feelings that come up in your body. Trust them.
They are real and valid.
Throughout the day check in. Pause. Place your hands on
your heart if you’d like and ask “how do I feel right now?”
and “what do I need?” Maybe you need a good nap. A lazy
day in bed. An evening out with friends. To write. Paint. Or
move your body. Listening to your inner-voice and needs
will build confidence and trust within yourself as well.

journaling questions
What are some activities that are restorative and life-giving to
you?
How can you find room in your schedule for at least 30 minutes
a day of heart restoration activities?
What is draining or not adding any value to your life? What will
you say 'no' to?

What is your vision moving forward?
Since this is all about keeping things more simple, I truly
hope I did not overwhelm you with too much information.
Moving forward, take what resonated with you the most
and leave the rest behind for now. You can always look
back at your notes to see what you'd like to implement next
down the road.
To create sustainability, it's best to take small steps
consistently than try to change everything overnight.
Remember we are going for progress rather than perfection.
Now our last step together in this journey (well, at least, in
this guide) is to create a vision of how you imagine your
well-being to look like. This is something you can refer back
to time and time again when making choices and decisions,
and to remind yourself where you are slowly, but
consistently heading.

journaling questions
Now that you've had some time to reflect a bit and hopefully
try out a few of the suggestions, what is your vision for your
overall well-being keeping your values in mind (mentally,
physically, emotionally, and spiritually?)
What are some changes you'll need to make to align yourself
with your vision?
What is one thing you could start implementing this week?

Thanks again for taking time from your day to read this. I do
value your time so I hope this was useful! And if anything, I
hope it got you thinking about the way you use your time and
energy and how some small tweaks can really add a whole lot
more value to your life.
Please do reach out if you have any questions. I'd be more than
happy to set up a 30 minute call (for free) where we could have
a look at your life and see how you could design a life that is a
bit more slow, simple + sustainable.
Email me at info@kellywojtaszek.com to get started!
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